The AQ Awarded Community Service Honor

Aquinans recognized for their commitment to the community, by President Obama and the American Government

By Anna Musiyenko

Aquinans College recently received the President's 2014 Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll. According to the Corporation for National and Community Service, 251 institutions were recognized in America that in 2013 received a 25.5 million dollar investment of Beamer's fund.\n
The collegeardin's office says that community service is a priority to the institution, and it is an investment made to students and the institution. They believe that this is a good way to make a difference in the community, and it is an important aspect of the institution's mission.

The college has been filling you in about the college's commitment to community service, and they have received a prestigious award, The President's 2014 Higher Education Community Service Honor Roll.\n
The award is given to institutions that have demonstrated a commitment to community service, and it is a way for the college to show its dedication to the community. The college has received this award for the past five years, and they are looking to transfer to a four-year college and community college for two years, which will provide them with a variety of benefits to students and faculty.

Some have presented questions about how this would affect other-year colleges and the ability for community college students to make the most of their education. They also have presented questions about whether this should be focused on K-12 education.

College presidents and recent graduates in Grand Rapids than this proposal explained, Aquinas College President Chuckly Blackmore said that "Aquinas' commitment to community service is one of the most important aspects of our institution. We are proud to be a part of this initiative and to see it grow."\n
Aquinans College currently has some critics, Greg Boensam, a community college president, she expressed, the proposal "essentially a scheme to have four-year universities take over the role of high school," in the article filed. "Free Community College Will Not Make High School Six Years Long." She went on to ask why the 16-18 years of school already given to students should begin to see a sufficient education for them to enter the workforce. Boensam suggests that the reason for this program should be instead on reformatting the K-12 education.
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Sustainability Update
By Simone Martens
The Saint Reporter

The Sustainability Initiative of Aquinas College (AQU), led by students in Aquinas Faculty, focuses on sustainability ideas and community service. The initiative allowed them to experience their re-newed sustainability principles.

On Friday January 13, these workers met to discuss their experiences with the Aquinas College community at the 2008 Earth Week event. The event was entitled "New and Fresh Sustainability Ideas for the Environment." It included the "Climate Change" and "Sustainability in Higher Education" courses that were held.

The faculty members gathered to discuss the progress of their efforts to create a more sustainable campus. They also brainstormed ways to improve sustainability and collaboration among students and faculty.

National: McNulty's being sued over racial discrimination in Virginia

One of the most famous franchise in the world, McNulty's, was sued over claims that workers were being treated unfairly. This came after the company was accused of using racial and sexual harassment.

The lawsuit claims that McNulty's, a fast-food chain, was using racial and sexual harassment at work.

In addition to the lawsuit, McNulty's has also been accused of not paying its workers fairly. This has caused a number of employees to quit, leading to a decrease in profits.

The company has not yet commented on the lawsuit, but it has said that it will investigate the allegations.

McNulty's is known for its fast food, such as hamburgers and fries. The company has over 1,000 locations across the United States.

Florida Senator, Marco Rubio, introduced a bill that would allow Cubans to own land in the United States. The bill, which is called the "Freedom to Invest in Cuba Act," would allow Cubans to own land in the United States.

The bill has not yet been passed, but it has received support from both Republicans and Democrats.

COURTESY WIKIMEDIA
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While You Were Gone:
National and International Breaking Stories

By Gabriel Nottage
The Saint Reporter

During the 2016 international news, the newsmen commented on the events that took place around the world.

The events included the sudden and unexpected death of former Pope John Paul II, the resignation of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, and the ongoing conflict in Syria.

The newsman noted that the events were significant and that they had a major impact on the world. He said that the events were a reminder of the importance of peace and stability in the world.

The newsman also commented on the events that took place in the United States, such as the presidential election and the ongoing conflict in Syria.

He said that the events were a reminder of the importance of peace and stability in the world and that they should be remembered as a lesson for the future.

The newsman ended his report by saying that the news was a reminder of the importance of peace and stability in the world and that it should be remembered as a lesson for the future.
Professor Spotlight: Madeline Kaczmarczyk

By Natalie Przybyla
The Saint Reporter

Professor Madeline Kaczmarczyk is a well-rounded individual. Kaczmarczyk grew up with art and always had a particular interest in the arts. She became a part of the art and women studies here at AQ. Kaczmarczyk was at a stage in her life where she felt that she could visit her first gallery and was excited about exploring the art world. Little did she know that she ended up doing what she loved to do.

From her childhood, her love for the art expanded and she pursued her education in ceramics from Michigan State University. Kaczmarczyk also obtained more advanced study from Aquinas College. Her educational career expanded further than the classroom. Kaczmarczyk also throws her own thrown wares of the ceramics styled with her unique and some with basic glazing. Anyone who sees her is completely mesmerized by her technique and her particular attention to detail. Someday, she hopes to make it across the country and even the world. But nothing beats seeing her work in person.

She came to Aquinas after talking with her new hired friend. Dr. Trenker, about starting a new ceramics class in 1999. She did not know that she was starting a potential professor until her husband told her he could not see her for his career expands further. It takes each and every student to create the illusion of order and that is one aspect to create an illusion. Guenther explained that "In art, you just have to dive into it."

Many will come to visit the site hidden from the unknowing eye. It is not what one would expect and that is one of the many benefits it has. The colorful mural brings up the gloomy hall and brings a something new into a monotonous day of class. Next time you venture into Wege, take a few extra steps away from the main hall and venture to the next floor.

The Man Behind the Mural

The mysterious tunnel mural and it’s origins

By Natalie Przybyla
The Saint Reporter

Many have seen and wondered about the colorful tunnel connecting AQ and have gazed upon it, vandalized it, seen it in movies and wondered where it could have possibly come from. Most cannot answer the question. Why did a group of fine art students paint the wall in a tunnel like this? The students were not chosen randomly, this particular mural was continually changing. The mural then stayed in the tunnel and the artist himself described his inspiration behind this piece of art.

Music major and Visual Art minor, Simon Gosterek began painting the mural after taking Professor Elam’s course. Students, Brian Matak by far had the most interest in the mural. "It was just what Aquinas needed. I am very appreciative of the art. I am a huge fan of the mural and music as well," says Gosterek. "I have seen the things I love in a place where I feel as though it is my home."

Gosterek’s creative inspiration for the things he paints I live in a place where I love to paint. The mural itself is a masterpiece. Gosterek used a brand called Upset Pinocchio. "Ceramics is limited to the men when I was growing up." Kaczmarczyk said. The closest we came to doing ceramics is buying a mold from the store and painting it at home, but now it is so simple for women to learn the craft and it’s great for everyone."

The person Kaczmarczyk holds for all of ceramics, women’s rights and art history is Centennial. Her art is seen in a different culture and background, but they will also create pieces in the same style of whenever the focus is on the artist. Anywhere from Native American to Japanese to African ceramic styles will be studied and made. In a class also interested in ceramics, history, culture, and gender issues! Kaczmarczyk felt such great advice for us students.

A Splash of Color: Student Susan Simon-Gosterek has been working for the AQ community to create a beautiful mural. It is a beautiful installation in the tunnel hallway that the student itself describes his inspiration behind this piece of art. Music major and Visual Art minor, Simon Gosterek began painting the mural after taking Professor Elam’s course. Students, Brian Matak by far had the most interest in the mural. "It was just what Aquinas needed. I am very appreciative of the art. I am a huge fan of the mural and music as well," says Gosterek. "I have seen the things I love in a place where I feel as though it is my home."
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The Contests of AQ Idol, for strutting their stuff and flexing their pipes; Pizza Rolls, for being a microwavable cure for despair; Bill Nye, for putting Patriots coach Bill Belichick in his place with science; AQ Students, for being diligent with the Stanley Security Safer Schools voting; Microsoft, for free upgrades to Windows 10 to apologize for Windows 8; Disney, for casting Emma Watson as Belle distributed by students at Aquinas College and in the surrounding community.

By Lisa Paszynski

The Saint-Reporter

Freedom of the press. It’s one of our most basic freedoms that we are given. For this, we are eternally grateful. Why? To me, it’s the absolute right of the people to print and publish. This freedom has been a treasure over the years. It’s what allows maga­zines and newspapers to exist and for them and she and he to encourage us to get involved with the world because we know what’s going on. But is this freedom worth it? Yes, but there is one much greater freedom. Recently, freedom of speech has become a big topic across the world due to the terroristic attack that took place January 7th, in Paris, France. It was a typical day at the public­ation building of the infamous Charlie Hebdo magazine when it all turned into a nightmare. Two men walked in and murdered twelve people in cold blood. Their reason? Vengeance for their religion. Ac­cording to CNN, this was reported to be the exact motive for the at­tack. The attackers yelled “Allahu akbar” to be theSounds of laughter that | magazine that shies away from any controversial topic. They are a nat­ural magazine that takes a stand and everybody should not make their reli­gion or identity group more than | the magazine. Charlie Hebdo has never been a magazine that shies away from any controversial topic. They are a nat­ural magazine that takes a stand and everybody should not make their reli­gion or identity group more than | the Saint

CLASSIFIEDS

The Grand Rapids Friends Meeting ("Quakers") meets for silent worship at Aquinas Campus in the Browne Center, Sundays, from 10:30am to 11:30am. All are welcome.

Opinion

By Mackenzie Murphy

Digital Editor

On January 7th, hours after the terrorist attack on the Charlie Hebdo magazine in Paris, Bill Maher ap­peared on ABC’s Kimmel Live. There, he called for an end to the Islamic “lullabies” to turn the world around. He argues that terrorism and extremism is not the answer in the Middle East. Many people wonder if what he says is true. If we want to make changes, we must recognize the problem rather than being complacent and jus­tifying our own behaviors and our is­sues with the Muslim community. The best way to deal with the fanatics is by taking their words seriously and demon­izing them. As a nation we should stand together as one and continue to fight for our beliefs. The struggle is far from over, and we should continue to fight for it. It's our civic duty to do so.

By The Saint Editorial Staff

Written language has the ca­pacity to share thoughts and ideas. Unfortunately, these thoughts and ideas can enter a gray area. How can we learn to take into account the com­plexity of the Islamic world? In May of last summer, the De­partment of Defense was faced with an issue tugs particularly at my heart. I believe that freedom of press is a right that is not just a hobby. It's our civic duty to do so. Freedom of the press is needed to tell the truth. I believe that freedom of press is a right that is not just a hobby. It's our civic duty to do so. Freedom of the press is needed to tell the truth.

By Yasmeen Ahmed

Mayra Montes

Gwen Ahern

All the right words are not there. They didn’t bring this on them­selves, nor did they even provoke this attack. Charlie Hebdo is a na­tional magazine, it is their job to take cultural events and present them in a com­passionate way to entertain the com­munity. It’s not so different with the Charlie Hebdo shooting, more anti-Muslim groups have been involved with the world because we know what’s going on. We are all welcoming, but there is still a lot of work to be done. We must learn to take into account the com­plexity of the Islamic world. Instead of portraying Muslims in a brash, violent way, we should continue to fight for it. It’s our civic duty to do so.
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Let's see how far we've come

**culture**

**Television:**

The Big Bang Theory

**Comedian and executive producer Chuck Lorre plans to make some major additions to the popular sitcom about scientists. Lorre made the announcement in a recent interview with **People****.

**“This has been such a blast for me, working with such a diverse, adult cast,” said Lorre. “And I just love seeing how much fun they have in the show.”**

**Music:**

**Alternative indie rock band**

**“Oakland’s alternative indie rock band has released its self-titled debut album in February. The band, now known as the Oxford Saints, has been receiving critical acclaim for its unique sound and dynamic stage presence. One prime example being the uphold tradition that is The Oxford Saints.**

**“The band, who is based in the Eternal City of Rome, is set to release their debut album before the end of the month.”**

**“Diverse talent was on display at this year’s Cannes Film Festival, with actors and directors from around the world coming together to celebrate cinematic excellence.”**

**“The festival, which runs from May 16 to May 27, has been a platform for emerging filmmakers and established talents alike.”**

**“This year’s edition of the festival is particularly significant due to the 75th anniversary celebrations.”**

**“Well, when it comes to this year’s event, there’s no shortage of excitement.”**

**“The festival will showcase a diverse range of films from around the globe, offering audiences a unique opportunity to engage with a wide variety of cinematic experiences.”**

**“The lineup includes both well-known directors and emerging talents, promising an exciting festival experience for all.”**

**“The highlight of the festival is, of course, the feature film competition.”**

**“This year’s competition brings together some of the most innovative and thought-provoking films from around the world.”**

**“From dramatic thrillers to heartwarming comedies, the festival offers something for every taste.”**

**“The festival also includes special screenings and retrospectives, providing a unique opportunity to revisit classic films and explore overlooked works.”**

**“In addition to the competitive landscape, the festival offers numerous opportunities for networking and collaboration.”**

**“Industry professionals and filmmakers alike converge on Cannes to forge connections, exchange ideas, and celebrate the art of cinema.”**

**“The festival concludes with the highly anticipated awards ceremony, where the recipients are announced and celebrated.”**

**“The awards recognize excellence in various categories, including best film, best director, and best screenplay.”**

**“The festival is not just about showcasing films, however.”**

**“It also serves as a platform for the exchange of ideas and the promotion of artistic freedom.”**

**“The festival is a testament to the power of cinema to connect people and inspire change.”**

**“With its commitment to diversity and inclusivity, Cannes continues to be a beacon for the global film community.”**
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**“The awards recognize excellence in various categories, including best film, best director, and best screenplay.”**
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A New Type of Resolution

By Charley Cowley

As the New Year gets underway, many of us look to make resolutions to better our lives. This year I have decided not to make one because it is a New Year without the game on the calendar.

The Patriots took on the New England Patriots on Sunday night in Foxborough, Massachusetts, and came out on top with a score of 27-14. The game was not as close as many expected, with the Patriots dominating the field from the start.

Brady, who was questionable due to a knee injury, started the game and immediately showed he was ready to play. He threw for 282 yards and 3 touchdowns, leading the team to victory.

The defense also played a crucial role in the win, allowing only 14 points in the game and sacking the quarterback 5 times. The Patriots' defense was led by star linebacker Jamie Collins, who had 11 tackles and a sack.

With the win, the Patriots move to 10-3 on the season and remain in first place in the AFC. They will look to keep their momentum rolling as they prepare for their final 2 games of the regular season, which include a home game against the Miami Dolphins and a away game against the New Orleans Saints.

The win was a huge boost for the Patriots, who had struggled earlier in the season, but have since turned things around. With the win, they have regained their footing and are looking good for a playoff berth.

The Patriots will now focus on finishing the season strong and preparing for the playoffs. They have a tough road ahead, but with their recent success, they are certainly capable of making a deep run in the postseason.

By Jordan cake

The Grand Rapids Griffins, who are currently fourth in the Midwest Division of the American Hockey League (AHL) and have been playoff合格 for the past four seasons, are currently 13-20-0-2 on the season. They will be determined by how well New York and the Buffalo Sabres perform in the remaining games.

The Griffins' defense has been a strong suit this season, with 3 players in the top 10 in the league in points. Their goalie, Jacob Markstrom, has been solid this season, with a 2.50 goals against average and a .914 save percentage.

The offense has struggled a bit, with 2 players leading the team in goals with 6 each. They will be looking to get more contributions from their depth players.

The Griffins will be looking to make a push for the playoffs in the remaining weeks of the season. They have a tough schedule ahead, but with a solid core and some young talent, they have the potential to make a run.

BY HANNAFORD

The team continues to be paced by the play of their defense, led by Chris Conner, who led the team in points against the Arizona Coyotes. They have now scored 10 goals in the last two games.

The offense has been a little inconsistent this season, with 3 players leading the team in goals with 6 each. They will be looking to get more contributions from their depth players.

The Griffins will be looking to make a push for the playoffs in the remaining weeks of the season. They have a tough schedule ahead, but with a solid core and some young talent, they have the potential to make a run.
AQNBB: Eyeing Nationals

By Crysta Paganelli

The Saint Reporter

Making it to the NCAA Division II Men’s Basketball National Championships is the ultimate goal for the University of Detroit Mercy basketball team, but in order to get there, focusing on winning one game at a time is crucial.

The team, after falling short of conference play, is looking to rebound for a victory after a tough loss the second half of the season. The Saint’s goal is to make sure that success.

“Do dreams really come true? They do if you have the courage to pursue them,” said Andy Houser, a second-year student at the University of Detroit Mercy. Disney created an empire around a dream that he had to create a place of fantasy that the public could enjoy and create lifetime memories with their families. He has influenced more people’s lives than he could have imagined, and that is something that he is passionate about.

He has also been Hashim, the owner of the restaurant hostess) at “Oha-Application,” a restaurant at Disney World. The incredible thing about the “Oha-Application” is that success.
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